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ABSTRACT: We developed a microkinetic model to reveal the eﬀects of plasma-generated
radicals, intermediates, and vibrationally excited species on the catalytic hydrogenation of
CO2 to CH3OH on a Cu(111) surface. As a benchmark, we ﬁrst present the mechanisms of
thermal catalytic CH3OH formation. Our model predicts that the reverse water-gas shift
reaction followed by CO hydrogenation, together with the formate path, mainly contribute
to CH3OH formation in thermal catalysis. Adding plasma-generated radicals and
intermediates results in a higher CH3OH turnover frequency (TOF) by six to seven orders
of magnitude, showing the potential of plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH, in
accordance with the literature. In addition, CO2 vibrational excitation further increases the
CH3OH TOF, but the eﬀect is limited due to relatively low vibrational temperatures under
typical plasma catalysis conditions. The predicted increase in CH3OH formation by plasma
catalysis is mainly attributed to the increased importance of the formate path. In addition, the conversion of plasma-generated CO to
HCO* and subsequent HCOO* or H2CO* formation contribute to CH3OH formation. Both pathways bypass the HCOO*
formation from CO2, which is the main bottleneck in the process. Hence, our model points toward the important role of CO, but
also O, OH, and H radicals, as they inﬂuence the reactions that consume CO2 and CO. In addition, our model reveals that the H
pressure should not be smaller than ca. half of the O pressure in the plasma as this would cause O* poisoning, which would result in
very small product TOFs. Thus, plasma conditions should be targeted with a high CO and H content as this is favorable for CH3OH
formation, while the O content should be minimized.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is growing interest into various strategies to convert CO2
into high-value chemicals. This is challenging as CO2 is a
molecule with high thermodynamic stability. An interesting
route is hydrogenation to methanol (CH3OH), which has a
lower thermodynamic limitation than direct CO2 decomposition and dry reforming of methane (DRM).1,2 From a
thermodynamic perspective, CO2/H2 conversion into CH4
(methanation process) is preferred at a low temperature
(<900 K), while conversion into CO and H2O (reverse watergas shift (RWGS) reaction) is preferred at a high temperature
(>900 K). However, the direct production of CH3OH from CO2
hydrogenation would be desirable because CH3OH is a valuable
fuel and chemical intermediate. The book “Methanol Economy”
written by Nobel Prize winner George Andrew Olah proposes
CH3OH as a key solar fuel in the anthropogenic energy cycle.3
At room temperature and ambient pressure, the equilibrium
gas phase CH3OH yield from CO2/H2 is near 0% and CH3OH
production processes (from syngas or) from CO2 are therefore
operating at increased pressure, which is favorable due to the
stoichiometry of the reaction. Thermodynamically, the process
also beneﬁts from a lower operating temperature due to the
exothermicity of the process (−50 kJ/mol). However, this is
kinetically unfavorable because of the high dissociation barrier of
CO2 that needs to be overcome. A compromise is made by
operating at ∼200 °C and 50 bar.4
© 2020 American Chemical Society

A possible solution could be the combination of catalysis with
non-thermal plasma, which oﬀers a unique way to enable
kinetically limited processes, while maintaining thermodynamically favorable temperatures.5−7 In non-thermal plasma, highly
energetic electrons can produce excited and reactive species
through inelastic collisions with feedstock molecules, promoting
the (rate-limiting) dissociation of CO2.5,8 To overcome the low
yields at ambient pressure, both experimental and computational studies have suggested that separation of CH3OH from
the gas phase, by cooling into the liquid phase, can shift the
chemical equilibrium.9−11
In general, plasma catalysis has the potential to bypass slow
reaction steps in thermal catalysis through reactive gas phase
processes in the plasma and to improve the selectivity toward
desired products compared to plasma alone due to the presence
of a catalyst. Synergistic plasma-catalyst interactions contribute
in diﬀerent ways to enhancing the conversion, product yield, and
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Only a few authors have attempted to describe the eﬀects of
plasma species at a catalyst surface. Bal et al. and Jafarzadeh et al.
applied density functional theory (DFT) to study the eﬀect of
surface charging on CO2 activation on supported M/Al2O3 (M =
Ti, Ni, Cu) single atom catalysts18 and on TiO2-supported Cu5
and Ni5 nanoclusters19 as well as the synergy between electric
ﬁeld, surface morphology, and excess electrons on Cu surfaces.20
In addition, Bal et al. developed a method to simulate chemical
reactions under vibrational non-equilibrium.21
Plasma indeed produces vibrationally excited species, and
some authors have studied to which degree vibrational
excitation of a speciﬁc normal mode lowers the activation
barrier of speciﬁc surface reactions, albeit not directly in the
context of plasma catalysis. The eﬀect of the diﬀerent vibrational
modes is well known for CH4. For instance, Juurlink et al.22
found that both C−H stretching excitation and bending
excitation activate CH4 dissociation on Ni(111) and Ni(100).
The former mode is generally more eﬃcient. Furthermore, they
reported that the surface morphology and metal can determine
the eﬃcacy of the vibrational modes. For CO2, the impact of
vibrational excitation and mode speciﬁcity is less clear. Jiang et
al.23 reported that vibrational excitation enhances dissociative
adsorption of CO2 on Ni(100) and that the asymmetric
stretching mode is most eﬃcient followed by the symmetric
stretch and bending mode. Similarly, Farjamnia et al.24 reported
that CO2 dissociation on Ni(100) is enhanced by vibrational
excitation of CO2 based on DFT calculations. Recently, Quan et
al.25 reported that HCOO* formation on Cu(111) and
Cu(100) from CO2 and H2 was enhanced by the bending
excitation of CO2. They found that the transition state has a
signiﬁcantly smaller OCO angle, with energy supplied from the
bending mode. Their ﬁndings were based on both calculations
and molecular beam experiments. Their results are quite
remarkable as they ﬁnd vibrational excitation to enhance bond
formation, not dissociation.
In addition, plasma generates a wide variety of radicals in high
concentrations, and they can largely impact the catalytic
mechanisms. There exist a few kinetic models studying the
impact of plasma species, starting from traditional thermal
catalytic mechanisms. Mehta et al.26 developed a microkinetic
model for NH3 synthesis to study the impact of N2 vibrational
excitation on reaction rates, starting from a thermal catalysis
microkinetic model. They reported that the plasma-catalyst
combination can produce NH3 at conditions inaccessible for
thermal catalysis, as observed in experiments. They also
predicted a shift in the optimal catalyst material, i.e., the volcano
plot shifted horizontally, to a lower metal−N* binding energy,
i.e., more noble catalysts. Besides the horizontal shift, the
volcano plot also shifted vertically to higher rates. In another
paper,27 they showed that plasma catalysis can surpass the
thermodynamic conversion limit because non-thermally activated reaction channels can kinetically trap the produced NH3.
A similar microkinetic model for NH3 synthesis was developed
by Engelmann et al.,28 which not only studied the impact of
vibrational excitation but also the eﬀect of radicals and Eley−
Rideal reactions. In addition, Engelmann et al.29 developed a
microkinetic model for the non-oxidative coupling of methane,
studying the eﬀect of both vibrational excitation and radicals.
Like Mehta et al., a horizontal and vertical shift of the volcano
plot was predicted due to vibrational excitation. The plasma
radicals aﬀect the rates and selectivity diﬀerently, depending on
the catalyst material. Catalysts that exhibit stronger binding are
less impacted by changes in the gas phase species as product

energy eﬃciency of the process as well as enhancing the catalyst
stability by reducing poisoning, coking, and sintering.5,8,12
Plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH has
recently attracted interest by several authors. Eliasson et al.13
investigated the hydrogenation of CO2 to CH3OH in a dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) plasma, both with and without the
presence of a CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst for a 3:1 H2/CO2 ratio.
They reported CO and H2O as major products for the plasmaonly case. Other components detected were CH4 and CH3OH,
with a selectivity of 3−4% and 0.4−0.5%, respectively. Adding
the catalyst resulted in a 10 times and 10−20 times increase in
CH3OH yield and selectivity, respectively. Optimizing the
system to use low power and high pressure further enhanced the
CH3OH selectivity over CH4. The maximum CH3OH yield was
however still low, i.e., ∼1%. More recently, Zeng and Tu14
studied CO2 hydrogenation in a DBD plasma at low temperatures and atmospheric pressure with and without a catalyst, i.e.,
Cu/γ-Al2O3, Mn/γ-Al2O3, and Cu-Mn/ γ-Al2O3. Without a
catalyst, the conversion was found to be 7.5% and the main
products were CO and CH4 with 46% and 8% selectivity,
respectively. Adding the catalyst increased the CO2 conversion
to 8−10% and the CO selectivity and yield to 76−80% and 6.4−
7.9%, respectively. No CH3OH was detected, but this might
have been due to the inability of their gas chromatography setup
to detect this compound. Parastaev et al.15 investigated plasmacatalytic hydrogenation of CO2 on a Cu/CeZrO4 catalyst, again
in a DBD plasma, with a temperature-programmed plasma
surface reaction method. They reported that the hydrogenation
is mostly selective toward CO and CH4, while CH3OH
formation was not monitored. Finally, Wang et al.16 reported a
relatively high CH3OH yield and selectivity of 11.3% and 53.7%,
respectively. These values were achieved under conditions of
atmospheric pressure and room temperature using a DBD
plasma reactor with a water electrode and packed with a Cu/γAl2O3 catalyst. The high selectivity was attributed to the water
electrode that removes CH3OH from the gas phase, thereby
shifting the chemical equilibrium. Other reasons for why the
water electrode enhances the methanol selectivity, as suggested
by Liu et al.,17 are a low temperature due to cooling and diﬀerent
discharge properties. Wang et al.16 also reported an enhanced
selectivity toward CH3OH, even without the use of the water
electrode. One of the possible causes of this eﬀect was suggested
to be the formation of CO in the gas phase and the subsequent
hydrogenation at the surface. Furthermore, they concluded that
the reactor geometry had an important eﬀect, while the H2/CO2
ratio was found to be of little importance. Although clearly more
research is needed, these studies show that plasma-catalytic CO2
hydrogenation over a Cu catalyst might have the potential to
sustainably produce CH3OH at low temperature and atmospheric pressure.
In spite of the growing interest in plasma-catalytic CO2
hydrogenation, the underlying reaction mechanisms are still
unclear. Thermal catalytic CO2 hydrogenation has been studied
computationally by several authors, as outlined in more detail in
the next section. However, the situation in plasma catalysis is
much more complex because of the unknown behavior and
relative impact of various plasma components (i.e., radicals, ions,
vibrationally and electronically excited species, and electrons as
well as the electric ﬁeld) at the catalyst surface. Therefore,
computational modeling to study their behavior is crucial for
further advancement in the ﬁeld of plasma catalysis and
optimization of the plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation.
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Figure 1. Three possible pathways for thermal catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH: (i) the formate pathway, through HCOO* and
subsequently HCOOH* or H2COO* (in green), (ii) the hydrocarboxyl pathway through COOH* and COHOH* (yellow path), and (iii) the RWGS
reaction followed by CO hydrogenation (blue path). The RWGS reaction depicted on the ﬁgure goes through COOH* or CO is formed with the help
of an OH* species. CO can also be formed from HCOO*, which is not depicted. Adapted from ref 1. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

formation rates are low due to poisoning of the catalyst surface
and low desorption rates, while more noble catalysts beneﬁt
greatly from the presence of radicals in the gas phase that
eﬃciently recombine at the catalyst surface.
To our knowledge, however, no model has been developed
yet to describe plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into
CH3OH, and, as illustrated in the next section, even for thermal
catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH, there is no
consensus yet on the important mechanisms. Therefore, the
aim of this paper is to compare the pathways of thermal catalytic
and plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH by means
of a microkinetic model. More speciﬁcally, we want to examine
whether reactive plasma species can avoid the steep activation
barriers in thermal catalysis and give rise to more favorable
reaction pathways for CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH. We will
focus on vibrationally excited species and reactive plasma
species, interacting with a Cu(111) catalyst, which is mostly
used for this application in thermal catalysis.30,31

thermal catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH, as revealed
by kinetic studies in the literature, based on DFT calculations.
The very ﬁrst studies supported a formate route where CO2
was ﬁrst hydrogenated to formate (HCOO*) followed by
subsequent hydrogenation to dioxymethylene (H2COO*),
formaldehyde (H2CO*), and methoxy (H3CO*). However,
only HCOO* and H3CO* were observed.32 Grabow et al.30
constructed a mean-ﬁeld microkinetic model that was ﬁtted with
experimental results obtained on a Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 (CZA)
catalyst. They included formic acid (HCOOH*) and
H2COOH* in their calculations and proposed a formate route
where HCOO* was preferentially hydrogenated to HCOOH*
instead of H2COO*. HCOOH* was then further hydrogenated
to H2COOH*, which splits into H2CO* and OH*. Finally,
H2CO* was further hydrogenated. Yang et al.33 performed
reactivity studies and DFT calculations showing that CH3OH
synthesis on Cu surfaces proceeds through a HCOO*
intermediate to H 2CO*, but via H 2 COO* instead of
HCOOH*. The overall reaction rate was found limited by
both HCOO* and H2COO* hydrogenation. Kattel et al.34
reported the transformation of CO2 to CH3OH via HCOO*,
HCOOH*, H2COOH*, and H3CO* intermediates based on
spectroscopic studies and both DFT and kinetic Monte Carlo
(kMC) simulations. Contrary to the formate route, Zhao et al.31
found that CO2 hydrogenation proceeds through a hydrocarboxyl (COOH*) route that is kinetically more favorable in
the presence of water via a unique hydrogen transfer mechanism.

2. CATALYTIC PATHWAYS OF CO2 HYDROGENATION
TO CH3OH ON CU: STATE-OF-THE-ART AND
POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF PLASMA CATALYSIS
To study plasma-catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 into CH3OH
on Cu, ﬁrst the thermal catalytic process has to be understood in
order to investigate the inﬂuence of the plasma species on the
surface chemistry. Hence, we will ﬁrst review the mechanisms of
25861
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This is rather remarkable as H2O is generally considered a
poison through OH* formation. They found that hydrogenation
through HCOO* on a Cu(111) surface was not feasible because
of the high activation barriers in some steps. The authors only
based their conclusions on DFT data, but their ﬁndings were
supported by experiments conducted by Yang et al.35
Besides the formate and hydrocarboxyl path, a reverse watergas shift (RWGS) reaction followed by CO hydrogenation is
also a possible mechanism. However, it is hitherto uncertain
whether CO hydrogenation to CH3OH is kinetically possible.
Indeed, in the industrial CH3OH production from syngas, CO2
is added to keep the CZA catalysts oxidized, but research shows
that, under such circumstances, CO2 is the sole carbon source
for CH3OH.1,2,36 For instance, Grabow et al.30 proposed that, on
Cu (111), both CO and CO2 hydrogenation are possible. Yang
et al.,33 on the other hand, found that, on Cu surfaces, the RWGS
reaction only leads to CO desorption because further hydrogenation stops at HCO*, which decomposes back into CO*.
Zhao et al.31 also concluded that the RWGS mechanism was less
important on Cu(111) than the hydrocarboxyl path. Studt et
al.36 conducted experiments and constructed a microkinetic
model, paying special attention to the eﬀect of ZnO promoted
Cu. They found that, on Cu/MgO, which behaves similar to
Cu(111), CO hydrogenation was blocked because of high
formate coverage on the surface. ZnO was proposed to increase
binding to O-bound intermediates, thereby increasing the rate of
CO2 hydrogenation.
Clearly, there is no consensus yet on the main thermal
catalytic CH3OH formation mechanisms from CO2 hydrogenation. A summary of all proposed pathways is presented in
Figure 1.1 Three possible mechanisms can be distinguished, i.e.,
the formate route (green path in Figure 1), the hydrocarboxyl
route (yellow path), and the RWGS reaction followed by CO
hydrogenation (blue path). Which mechanism is most
important will depend on the speciﬁc gas phase composition,
catalyst characteristics, and process conditions.
A central question in plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation is
how the plasma aﬀects the aforementioned pathways and
thereby impacts the CH3OH production rate. Indeed, we may
expect that the plasma will be able to bypass certain steps of
thermal catalysis, which have a high energy barrier, as depicted in
Figure 2. For instance, Zhao et al.31 suggested the formation of
COOH* to be rate-limiting for CH3OH formation. The plasma
might be able to bypass this step via the generation of CO and
OH in the gas phase and subsequent association to COOH* on
the surface (yellow path in Figure 2). Similarly, CO could
recombine with H* at the surface to form HCO* (green path in
Figure 2), which bypasses HCOO* hydrogenation and
H2COOH* dissociation, which are both reaction steps that
are potentially rate-limiting due to the high energy barrier. While
Yang et al.33 claimed that further hydrogenation of HCO* is
diﬃcult in thermal catalysis, the hydrogenation is possibly
facilitated in plasma catalysis due to a high density of plasmagenerated H radicals. Finally, also vibrational excitation can
enhance CH3OH formation when it lowers the barrier for a ratelimiting step. For instance, vibrational excitation of CO2 could
lower the barrier for COOH* or HCOO* formation, resulting
in a higher rate of CH3OH formation (purple path in Figure 2).
It is the aim of this paper to elucidate and concretize these
possible hypotheses and formulate how plasma radical and
intermediates and vibrational excitation can impact the plasmacatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. This is done by means of

Article

Figure 2. Possible inﬂuence of plasma on thermal catalytic pathways for
CH3OH synthesis. The RWGS pathway is omitted for clarity. The
dashed yellow and green lines indicate how plasma species can bypass
certain pathways. Yellow: CO* + OH* → COOH*. Green: CO* +
2H* → HCO* + H* → H2CO*. Purple: lowering of a barrier due to
vibrational excitation of CO2. Adapted from ref 31. Copyright 2011
Elsevier.

microkinetic modeling, starting from the thermal catalytic
pathways and expanded to include unique plasma pathways.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Microkinetic Model. Microkinetic modeling is often
used to study mechanisms in catalysis. In short, microkinetic
modeling consists of setting up a rate equation for each surface
species based on a set of elementary reactions. As such,
microkinetic models make no assumptions regarding the surface
coverage of species or the rate-determining step.
We developed a mean-ﬁeld microkinetic model, similar to
Engelmann et al.,29 for CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH. The
mean-ﬁeld approximation neglects the local topology of the
surface and assumes that every compound on the surface can
interact with every other compound on the surface. The reaction
rates are calculated as
rj = k j , f

∏ asc

sj , f

− kj , b ∏ ascsj ,b

s

s

where kj,f is the forward and kj,b the backward rate coeﬃcient of
the reaction, as is the activity of species s, and csj,f and csj,b are the
stoichiometric coeﬃcients of species s in the forward and
backward reaction, respectively. For gas phase species, the
activity is equal to the normalized pressure, and for adsorbates, it
is equal to the surface coverage. The forward rate coeﬃcient is
calculated from the Eyring equation, derived from transition
state theory (TST):
k f = k TST =

kBT ΔS‡/ R −ΔH ‡/(RT )
e
e
h

Here, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is
Planck’s constant, and ΔS‡ and ΔH‡ are the entropy and
enthalpy barriers, respectively. The backward rate coeﬃcient is
calculated from the forward rate coeﬃcient and K, the
equilibrium constant, which is calculated from ΔSr and ΔHr,
i.e., the reaction entropy and reaction enthalpy:
K = eΔSr / R e−ΔHr /(RT )
kb =
25862

kf
K
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Table 1. Overview of the Reactions in the Model and the Corresponding Energy Values (ΔH‡: Activation Enthalpy, ΔHr:
Reaction Enthalpy, δ: Change in Reaction Enthalpy, to Ensure Thermodynamic Consistency; See Text)a
reaction
number

reaction
H2(g) + 2* → 2H*
CO2(g) + * → CO2*
CO2* → CO* + O*
CO2* + H* → mHCOO* + *
CO2* + H* → tCOOH* + *
CO2(g) + H* → mHCOO*
+*
mHCOO* → bHCOO*
mHCOO* + H* → H2COO*
H2COO* + H* → H2COOH*
+*
H2COOH* + * → H2CO* +
OH*
H2CO* + H* → H3CO* + *
CH3OH(g) + 2* → H3CO* +
H*
CO2(g) + H* → tCOOH*
tCOOH* + H* → t,
tCOHOH*
t,tCOHOH* → t,cCOHOH*
t,cCOHOH* + * → COH* +
OH*
COH* + H* → HCOH* + *
HCOH* + H* → H2COH*
+*
CH3OH(g) + 2* → H2COH*
+ H*
H2CO(g) + * → H2CO*
bHCOO* + H* → HCOOH*
+*
HCOOH(g) + * →
HCOOH*
HCOOH* + H* →
H2COOH* + *
tCOOH* → cCOOH*
cCOOH* → CO* + OH*
CO(g) + * → CO*
bHCOO* + * → HCO* + O*
CO(g) + OH* → mHCOO*

0vib
1
2
3
4
5vib
6
7
8
9
10
11
12vib
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25*
26
27*

ΔH‡
(eV)

ΔHr
(eV)

0.60
0.00
1.77
0.87
0.91
0.67

−0.39
−0.05
0.48
−0.16
0.23
−0.21

0.03
1.24
0.82

−0.33
0.29
−0.34

1.36

0.52

0.13
0.92

−1.41
−0.09

1.27
0.43

0.18
−0.11

0.64
1.09

0.11
0.31

0.48
0.14

−0.14
−0.84

1.56

0.90

0.00
0.81

−0.12
0.20

0.00

−0.24

0.90

−0.25

0.53
0.18
0.00
1.80
1.45

0.03
−0.47
−1.06
1.63
−1.01

δ
(eV)

reaction
number
28
29
30
31
32
33

1.13
0.09
0.47

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43vib
44
45
46
47*
48*
49*
50*
51*
52*
53*
54*

0.03

ΔHr
(eV)

δ
(eV)

0.46
1.12
0.35
0.87
0.00
0.85

−0.47
0.17
0.13
−0.69
−0.20
0.35

0.02

0.07
0.70
1.75
0.73
0.59

−0.99
−0.54
−0.42
0.53
−0.22

2.13
0.26
1.02
1.15
1.8
0.00
0.22
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.61
0.73
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
−0.66
−0.75
−0.05
0.43
−0.21
−2.40
−2.61
−2.87
−1.28
−0.96
−1.20
−6.55
−3.58
−3.75
−1.73

0.13
0.03
0.41
0.01
0.03
0.72
0.18
0.28
0.87

0.01

The small letter in front of a surface species indicates the
conﬁguration at the surface (m: mono, b: bis, t: trans, c: cis). An
asterisk (*) behind the reaction number indicates reactions that are
only in the model for plasma catalysis. When the reaction number is
followed by vib in superscript, the impact of vibrational excitation on
this reaction is investigated (see Sections 3.4 and 4.3).

0.09

0.10

3.2. Reaction Set and Enthalpy Values. The reaction set
used in our model, and the corresponding reaction and
activation enthalpies, are listed in Table 1. This includes both
the reactions of thermal catalysis and the extra reactions added
speciﬁcally for plasma catalysis; the latter are indicated with *
(i.e., reactions 25, 27, and 47−54). The calculation of the
entropies is described in the next section. The reaction set was
based on Zhao et al.31 as this is the only reaction set reported in
the literature that includes the hydrocarboxyl path. However,
some complementary reactions were added:

∑ cij·rj
j

where θi is the surface coverage of adsorbate i, which is deﬁned as
the number of adsorbed species of i divided by the number of
adsorption sites. Hence, coverages will always lie between zero
and one. cij is the stoichiometric coeﬃcient for adsorbate i in
reaction j.
We solved these equations for steady-state coverages, i.e., ∂θi/
∂t = 0 for all species i. The coverages were then used to calculate
steady-state rates and turnover frequencies (TOFs). The TOF is
deﬁned as
TOF(s−1) =

HCO* + H* → H2CO* + *
H* + OH* → H2O*
2OH* → H2O* + O*
O* + H* → OH*
H2O(g) + * → H2O*
H2CO(g) + 2* → HCO* +
H*
H2CO(g) + O* → H2COO*
H2CO(g) + H* → H2COH*
HCOH* → H2CO*
t,cCOHOH* → c,cCOHOH*
c,cCOHOH* → COH* +
OH*
tCOOH* + * → COH* + O*
HCO* + * → H* + CO*
COH* + * → H* + CO*
HCO* + H* → HCOH*
CO2(g) + 2* → CO* + O*
O2(g) + * → O2*
O2* + * → O* + O*
O2(g) + 2* → O* + O*
CH2(g) + * → CH2*
CH3(g) + * → CH3*
CH2* + H* → CH3* + *
CH3* + H* → CH4(g) + 2*
O(g) + * → O*
H(g) + * → H*
OH(g) + * → OH*
HCO(g) + * → HCO*

ΔH‡
(eV)

a

0.07

This is done to ensure thermodynamic consistency, i.e., ΔH‡b
= ΔH‡f − ΔHr.
Based on the reaction rates, the time derivative of the surface
coverage for each adsorbate is solved as follows:

∂θi
=
∂t

reaction

• R1, R19, R21, R25, R32, R44, R47, R48, and R51−54:
Adsorption reactions were not reported by Zhao et al.31
However, they reported surface binding energies. Hence,
these energies were taken as reaction enthalpies and
adsorption was assumed to have no enthalpic barrier. The
radical-adsorption (and also Eley−Rideal (ER)) reactions
as implemented in the model assume that the surface is
100% eﬀective in dissipating adsorption energy, i.e.,
perfect third body, eﬀectively cooling and concentrating
the radicals. The adsorption energies for R47 and R48 are
taken from Xu et al.37 because they were not reported by

coverage
number of molecules
=
number of sites· second
second
25863
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Zhao et al. This is due to the fact that CH2 and CH3
normally do not occur in thermal catalytic methanol
synthesis; however, they need to be accounted for as they
occur in plasma.

Article

STS(T ) = S2Dgas(T )
= S°298K − Strans(298 K) + 2/3Strans(T )

The only exception is dissociative adsorption. For this kind of
reactions, we assumed that the TS is located at the surface and
thus has zero entropy. This was done because a strong
interaction with the catalyst is expected to be necessary for
dissociation.
3.4. Impact of Vibrationally Excited Species. Vibrationally excited species can be important in plasma catalysis, as
explained in Section 1. Their eﬀect is implemented in the model
by lowering the activation enthalpy for calculating the forward
rate coeﬃcient. First, the rate coeﬃcient for each vibrational
level is calculated:29

• R2 and R3 were taken from Grabow et al.30 R2, i.e.,
formate formation from CO2*, was not reported by Zhao
et al., which was motivated by weak CO2 adsorption.
However, as hydrocarboxyl formation from CO2* was
allowed, it seems logical to allow formate formation and
CO2 dissociation as well.
• R44−46 were added to prevent unrealistic results when
including O radicals coming from the plasma. The energy
values were taken from the Catapp database.38
• R43 was added as dissociative adsorption of CO2 might
become important due to vibrational excitation of CO2 by
the plasma, and the energies were taken from the Catapp
database.

k TST, ν =

kBT ΔS‡/ R −(ΔH ‡− αEν)/(RT )
e
e
h

where ν is the vibrational quantum number, Eν is the energy of
the vibrational level, and α is a parameter that indicates how
eﬃciently the energy of a certain vibrational excitation, i.e.,
normal mode, lowers the barrier (see further).
The new forward rate coeﬃcient is then calculated as the sum
of all rate coeﬃcients for all vibrational levels, multiplied by their
weight, p(ν), calculated from a Boltzmann distribution at a
certain vibrational temperature, diﬀerent from the gas temperature:29

• R49 and R50 were added to study the impact of CH2 and
CH3 radicals from the plasma. Energies were taken from
Catapp.
Changes made to reaction enthalpy values found in the
literature to ensure thermodynamic consistency (i.e., two
diﬀerent routes going from the same reactants to the same
products should result in the same overall energy change) are
reported in the ﬁfth column of Table 1. The listed reaction
enthalpies are the corrected values.
We note that the listed data is based on DFT calculations,
which are known to overestimate the adsorption energy of CO
(R25 in Table 1). A recent work by Zhao et al. showed that
overestimation of CO adsorption energy can lead to nonphysical kinetics, such as small free surface and negative CO
reaction order.39 To account for this limitation, we also ran the
model using the experimental adsorption energy of CO. The
results are presented in the Supporting Information (section
S.3).
3.3. Entropy Values. The activation entropy is calculated as
the diﬀerence in entropy between transition state (TS) and
products. The reaction entropy is calculated as the diﬀerence in
entropy between products and reactants. The entropy of
adsorbates was assumed equal to zero as they will only have a
very limited amount of freedom, i.e., most of their degrees of
freedom (DoF) disappear upon adsorption. The entropy of gas
phase species as function of temperature is calculated from40

k TST =

∑ p(ν)k TST,ν
ν

p(ν) =

e−Eν /(kBTvib)
∑ν e−Eν /(kBTvib)

The α parameter is calculated by the Fridman−Macheret
equation,42 which was also applied in previous works by Mehta
et al.26 and Engelmann et al.:28,29
α=

Eaf
Eaf + Eab

where Efa is the forward barrier and Eba is the barrier of the
backward reaction. This formula is derived for a reaction of the
type A + BC → AB + C in the gas phase and reproduces the most
important characteristics of α that are observed experimentally:
(1) the eﬃciency of vibrational energy to overcome the barrier is
the highest, i.e., α is close to 1, for strongly endothermic
reactions that have an activation barrier close to the reaction
enthalpy; (2) the eﬃciency of vibrational energy to overcome
the barrier is the lowest, i.e., α is close to 0, for strongly
exothermic reactions without activation energy. A more detailed
explanation and the derivation of the formula can be found in
section 2.7.3 of the book “Plasma Chemistry” by Alexander
Fridman.42
Of course, the Fridman−Macheret model is very general and
does not include any speciﬁc information on the reaction it is
applied to (e.g., no dependence on speciﬁc vibrational modes).
Nevertheless, it is used here as there are, to the best of our
knowledge, no values or other approximations for α reported in
the literature for the elementary reactions in the model. Hence,
we evaluate the impact of varying the α parameter in this work
(see below).
The backward rate coeﬃcient is not altered as the products
encounter the same barrier because they are not vibrationally

S(T ) = S°298K − Strans(298 K) + Strans(T )

where S°298K is the standard gas phase entropy, taken from the
database of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST).41 Strans(T) is the entropy of the translational DoF at
temperature T calculated as40
2 3/2
0
jij (2πmkBT /h ) Vgas 5/2yzz
Strans(T ) = R lnjjj
e zzz
zz
jj
NA
{
k

where V0gas is the molar volume of the gas at its standard state, i.e.,
at a pressure of 1 bar and temperature T, m is the mass of the gas
species, and NA is Avogadro’s number. For reactions involving
gas phase species, the TS was assumed to be a 2D gas, i.e., the TS
is only weakly adsorbed on the surface and has lost one DoF,
namely, translation in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
The entropy of a 2D gas is calculated as35
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Figure 3. Possible pathways for CH3OH formation predicted by our model for thermal catalysis. H* next to an arrow indicates a hydrogenation step.
OH* and H2O formation are omitted for clarity. The thickness of the arrows indicates the importance of each reaction (thickness is not proportional).
Red arrows indicate the possible rate-determining steps. Intermediates that occur in two pathways have two colors.

the model by De Bie et al.46 for plasma-driven hydrogenation of
CO2. In that paper, the H2/CO2 ratio was varied from 1:9 to 9:1,
and the most abundant radicals were reported to be H, O, OH,
HO2, HCO, CH3, and CH2, while the most abundant products
were CO, H2O, and CH4. In addition, CH2O, C2H6, O2, and
CH3OH were formed to a lower extent. The mixing ratio did not
drastically aﬀect the densities of the formed products. Note that
the reported CO2 conversion was rather low, i.e., 2−7%,
certainly in comparison with the conversion predicted with the
same model for plasma-based dry reforming of methane.47 This
was attributed to the much lower CH2 and CH3 radical densities.
Additionally, the formation of HCO radicals was also found to
limit the CO2 conversion via the following reaction sequence:

excited. Hence, the backward rate coeﬃcient is still determined
from the equilibrium constant and the forward rate coeﬃcient
calculated from the Eyring equation (see above).
To study the eﬀect of excitation of the H2 stretching mode, we
adopted the vibrational levels from Poll et al.43 The dependence
of H2 dissociation on Cu(111) on the vibrational DoF has been
shown by Hammer et al.44 For CO2, we studied both the impact
of excitation of the asymmetric stretching mode, ν3, and
excitation of the bending mode, ν2. We assume that ν3 has an
impact on CO2 dissociation as this reaction was found to be
promoted by both translational and vibrational excitation.23 We
assume that the asymmetric stretch also enhances HCOO* and
COOH* formation via the ER reaction of CO2(g) with H*. The
basis of this assumption is the elongation of the C−O bond
when HCOO* is formed from CO2. This will require energy,
which can be supplied by the asymmetric stretch mode because
it overlaps with the reaction coordinate. The bending mode is
often not considered but was recently shown by Quan et al.25 to
enhance HCOO* formation, as discussed in Section 1. As this
eﬀect is attributed to the lower OCO angle in the TS, we assume
that excitation of this mode also enhances COOH* formation
since HCOO* and COOH* have similar OCO angles. The
vibrational levels of ν3 are taken from Kozák et al.,45 while for ν2,
the vibrational levels are calculated from the harmonic oscillator
and the degeneracy of the mode is neglected for simplicity
because we only want to qualitatively study the impact of the
diﬀerent vibrational modes.
3.5. Plasma Catalysis vs Thermal Catalysis. We used this
model to simulate both thermal catalysis and plasma catalysis.
For thermal catalysis, vibrational excitation is not included in the
model and the gas phase pressures of the radicals and
intermediates are equal to zero, i.e., considering only a CO2
and H2 pressure.
For plasma catalysis, the gas phase pressures of the radicals
and intermediates are varied in a wide range to evaluate their
eﬀect on the surface chemistry. The initial values are based on

CO2 → CO + O

CO + H + M → HCO + M
HCO + O → CO2 + H

Furthermore, a lot of subsequent reactions were needed to
form the desired reaction products, such as CH3OH, making
their overall production negligible. Hence, the authors
concluded that, in general, a H2/CO2 plasma without a catalyst
was not suitable for the production of CH3OH and other valueadded chemicals, showing the need for a catalyst, as studied in
this work.
It has to be noted that desorption of CO or radicals is not
allowed in our model when the gas phase pressure of these
species is zero, i.e., in thermal catalysis. Allowing desorption
could result in a high TOF for these species and accumulation in
the gas phase. However, as the gas phase pressures in the model
are ﬁxed, the pressure would remain zero. Consequently, the
adsorption rate would remain zero, resulting in unrealistic
production in the gas phase. In other words, production of these
species would in reality result in faster adsorption, immediately
compensating the desorption. When a gas phase pressure of
these species is present, i.e., in the plasma, desorption is allowed
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HCOOH*, and H3CO* hydrogenation, are found to be
possible rate-limiting steps (other red arrows in Figure 3).
Hydrogenation of HCOO* is rate-determining for the formate
pathway through H2COO*, while hydrogenation of HCOOH*
and formation of HCOO* can both be rate-limiting for the
formate pathway through HCOOH* as the activation energy of
both steps is similar. However, the formation of HCOO* is
slightly more rate-limiting because of the entropy loss that
accompanies this adsorption step.
The pathways predicted by our model are also reported in the
literature, but there is no consensus on which path is more
important. Zhao et al.,31 on which our reaction set is based,
proposed the hydrocarboxyl path as the main pathway for
CH3OH formation but stated that this is only possible when
H2O* is present at the surface to facilitate the formation of
COOH*. We ﬁnd this to be unlikely since our model, both
Models 1 and 2 (cf. Supporting Information), shows that
tCOOH* formation could be possible without the presence of
signiﬁcant amounts of water at the surface. Furthermore,
COOH* formation will lead to fast CO* formation and
subsequent hydrogenation rather than formation of COH*
through t,cCOHOH*. Zhao et al. recognized that COOH*
formation will lead to fast CO* production but hypothesized
that CO* hydrogenation will not lead to CH3OH formation
since the formation of HCO* is kinetically and thermodynamically unfavorable. However, they failed to recognize that
subsequent HCO* hydrogenation has a low barrier and is
thermodynamically favorable. Furthermore, the highest barrier
in the proposed hydrocarboxyl path, i.e., 1.09 eV for COH*
formation, is higher than any barrier in the CO* formation path.
Other studies in the literature often do not consider a COOH*
intermediate. Consequently, they reported the formate path as
the main path, either through H2COO* or HCOOH*. Yang et
al.33,48 as well as Kattel et al.34 also predicted that the RWGS and
the formate path are the most important reaction channels on
Cu but predicted the formate path to be the most important
channel toward CH3OH. In their case, the CH3OH production
via CO* hydrogenation suﬀers from the low stability of the
HCO* intermediate. This result was also reported by Kattel et
al.34 The fact that our model prefers CH3OH formation via the
RWGS path is mostly due to the assumption that CO* cannot
desorb from the surface, which was important because we
worked with a ﬁxed gas phase of CO2/H2. However, this
assumption is not made in the plasma catalysis model because it
was not necessary due to the presence of CO in the gas phase.
For these reasons, our model seems to suﬃciently agree with
previous research in order to further elucidate to mechanisms in
plasma-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation.
4.2. Plasma Catalysis: Eﬀects of Radicals and Intermediates. Now that we described the possible mechanisms of
thermal catalytic CH3OH formation revealed by our model, we
will discuss the results for plasma catalysis. To study the eﬀects
of the plasma, we used the adapted model (Model 2) since this
model yielded better agreement with experiments and other
theoretical studies. The results of the adapted thermal catalysis
model will serve as benchmark for plasma catalysis. First, the
eﬀect of the radicals and intermediates formed in the plasma will
be discussed, without considering the impact of vibrationally
excited molecules. Subsequently, we will discuss the additional
inﬂuence of vibrational excitation. If the conditions are not
speciﬁed, the temperature is 400 K, the combined H2/CO2
pressure is 1 bar, and the radical partial pressures are equal to
those reported by De Bie et al.,46 listed in Table 2. De Bie et al.

since the adsorption rates will not be zero in this case. In the case
of thermal catalysis, this approach can be considered
questionable for CO as CO formation from H2/CO2 has been
reported on a Cu catalyst.2 However, in our model, based on the
PED from Zhao et al.,31 small CO pressures in the gas phase
resulted in fast CO adsorption and subsequent CO conversion,
preventing signiﬁcant CO yields. Hence, the assumption to not
allow CO desorption in thermal catalysis is reasonable.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Thermal Catalysis. We ﬁrst present results for thermal
catalysis as a benchmark for plasma catalysis. For this reason, we
assume a gas phase pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of 400 K.
Indeed, plasma catalysis typically occurs in DBD plasma
reactors, which operate at temperatures slightly above room
temperature and pressures close to atmospheric pressure. In the
Supporting Information (section S.1), we present the TOF of
the main products and the surface coverages (Figure S.1a,b,
respectively), as a function of the CO2 content in the H2/CO2
gas mixture, and we compare our ﬁndings to the literature and, if
possible, improve our model to reach better agreement with the
literature, i.e., Models 1 and 2 in the Supporting Information.
As discussed in Section 2, three possible mechanisms are
suggested in the literature for CH3OH formation from CO2. The
possible formation pathways predicted by our model are
depicted in Figure 3. Hydrogenation steps are indicated with
H* next to the arrow, and possible rate-determining steps are
shown in red. The formation of OH* and subsequent reaction to
H2O are omitted for clarity. We will brieﬂy discuss these possible
pathways, including the pathways which only make up a
negligible contribution to CH3OH production, since they might
become important under plasma conditions. We focus on the
results of Model 2, and we refer to the Supporting Information
for diﬀerences with Model 1.
The three pathways suggested in the literature are also
predicted by our model: a pathway through HCOO*, followed
by HCOOH* or H2COO* (formate path; green in Figure 3), a
pathway through tCOOH* and t,tCOHOH* (hydrocarboxyl
path; orange in Figure 3), and one through CO* (RWGS
reaction), followed by CO* hydrogenation to HCO* or COH*
(blue path in Figure 3). The rate of hydrogenation to COH* is
seven orders of magnitude smaller than the rate of hydrogenation to HCO*. Nonetheless, an arrow from CO* to COH*
was drawn in Figure 3 as this is responsible for almost 100% of
COH* formation.
To identify the main CH3OH formation pathway, we need to
compare the TOF of H3CO* and H2COH*. Hydrogenation of
H3CO* is four orders of magnitude faster than hydrogenation of
H2COH*. Hence, in our model, both the RWGS pathway
through COH* and the hydrocarboxyl pathway make a
negligible contribution to CH3OH formation in thermal
catalysis.
To evaluate the importance of the formate path and the
RWGS path through HCO*, we compared the rate of
H2COOH* dissociation into H2CO* and OH* with the rate
of HCO* hydrogenation, and we found that the latter is
responsible for ca. 75% of H2CO* formation. Thus, according to
our model, CH3OH is mainly produced via the RWGS pathway
through HCO*.
The possible rate-determining step for the RWGS and CO*
hydrogenation pathway is found to be tCOOH* formation from
CO2 (thick red arrow in upper right part of Figure 3). For the
formate path, HCOO* formation, as well as HCOO*,
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Adsorption of plasma-generated H, O, and CO is now the
main source for H*, O*, and CO*. The TOFs of these species
are determined by their adsorption rates equal to 5.68, 1.43 ×
10−1, and 9.92 × 10−4 s−1, respectively, at a 1:1 H2/CO2 ratio.
Despite the fact that O* has the highest binding energy (i.e., 6.55
eV, compared to 3.58 eV for H*), and thus the highest barrier for
desorption, the net rate of H* adsorption is the highest. Of
course, H has a higher pressure than O in the gas phase (see
Table 2) and adsorption of H is entropically less hindered. The
TOF of CO* is lower despite its pressure being three orders of
magnitude higher than the pressure of H*. This is explained by
the smaller binding energy of CO to the surface (i.e., 1.06 eV,
compared to 3.58 eV for the binding energy of H*), leading to a
lower barrier for CO* desorption and thus a smaller net
adsorption rate. Thus, CO* is no longer generated by surface
reactions but by dissociation of CO2 in the plasma and
subsequent adsorption of CO. In the future, we want to develop
a combined plasma-surface chemistry model that simultaneously calculates gas phase and surface reactions.
The increased OH* and O* coverage leads to increased H2O
production. The inﬂuence of CO* is more complex. As
illustrated in Figure 4, adsorbed CO* will react with H* to

Table 2. Pressures of Plasma Species Used in the
Microkinetic Model Based on De Bie et al.46
plasma species

pressure (bar)

CO
H2O
H2CO
H
O
OH
HCO
CH2
CH3
CH4

10−3
10−3
10−6
10−6
10−7
10−9
10−11
10−15
10−15
10−6

Article

modeled the plasma chemistry of a CO2/H2 DBD plasma and
calculated the densities of the diﬀerent plasma species. These
densities are used as a ﬁrst approximation of the gas phase
composition upon introduction of a catalyst. Future models
ideally consist of a combined plasma-surface chemistry model
that simultaneously calculates gas phase and surface reactions by
introducing additional rate equations for the gas phase species.
Such a model is however beyond the scope of this paper. To
account for the inﬂuence of the catalyst on the plasma
composition, the radical pressures are separately varied in
Section 4.2.2. This approach also allows one to clearly
discriminate the eﬀect of the diﬀerent species, which provides
useful insight, and would be more diﬃcult when all the gas phase
pressures are interdependent.
The TOFs of the main products and the surface coverages are
presented in the Supporting Information. Here, we focus on the
reaction pathways to be compared with those of thermal
catalysis.
4.2.1. Eﬀects of a Typical Gas Phase Composition of a CO2/
H2 Plasma. We studied the eﬀects of the radicals and the
intermediates, generated by the plasma, by adding them to the
model in a stepwise fashion. This approach was chosen to make
it easier to discriminate the impact of the separate species while
still accounting for the fact that they will always occur together.
We assume that the plasma-produced radicals can form products
at the surface, and this is more eﬀective than recombination in
the gas phase as the surface acts as a more eﬀective “third body”,
dissipating the high exothermicity of bond-forming reactions.
We added all radicals and intermediates listed in Table 2, but
the eﬀect of adding CO, O, H, OH, and H2O were much more
pronounced than the eﬀects of adding the other species, mainly
due to their higher importance (pressures) in the plasma.
Therefore, we will discuss here only the eﬀects of adding CO, O,
H, OH, and H2O, while the eﬀects of adding H2CO, HCO, CH2,
CH3, and CH4 are discussed in the Supporting Information
(section S.2; cf. Figures S.3−S.6).
Figure S.3 in the Supporting Information illustrates the TOFs
of the main products and the surface coverages, as a function of
the CO2 fraction in the H2/CO2 gas mixture, when CO, O, H,
OH, and H2O are added to the gas phase, with the pressures
deﬁned by Table 2. It is clear that the CH3OH TOF is predicted
to be six to seven orders of magnitude higher than in thermal
catalysis (cf. Figure S.3 vs Figure S.2 in the Supporting
Information). Such enhanced CH3OH production was also
reported by experiments.13,16 Of course, it should be noted that
we only focus in our model on CH3OH formation, and the
formation of other oxygenates is not yet included.

Figure 4. Mechanisms for CO consumption, leading to CH3OH (green
and red path) and CO2 formation (yellow path). If H*, O*, or OH* is
involved in the reaction, it is depicted next to the arrow. The thickness
of the arrows indicates the importance of the pathway (thickness is not
proportional). OH* and H2O formation are omitted for clarity.
Intermediates that occur in two pathways have two colors.

form HCO*. This intermediate can then be further hydrogenated to H2CO*, H3CO*, and ﬁnally CH3OH (red pathway
in Figure 4). CO* hydrogenation to COH* is also possible, just
as in thermal catalysis, but the rate is again negligible compared
to hydrogenation to HCO*. Hence, it is not depicted in Figure
4. In thermal catalysis, the formation of CO* and subsequent
hydrogenation was the main pathway to produce CH3OH.
However, CO* was produced from a COOH* intermediate and
the formation of this intermediate was found to be rate-limiting.
Hence, CO generated by the plasma allows one to bypass this
rate-limiting step. We note that our previous assumption that
CO* desorption is not possible in thermal catalysis does not
change this conclusion.
The rate of CO* hydrogenation is found to be 9.62 × 10−4 s−1,
at a 1:1 H2/CO2 ratio, and, as this step is rate-limiting, the
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Figure 5. TOFs (a) and coverages (b) as a function of the H pressure, while the CO, O, OH, and H2O pressures are kept the same as in Table 2. When
the H pressure is too low, the O* coverage becomes equal to 1, causing a signiﬁcant drop in CH3OH TOF.

Figure 6. Overview of the most important pathways for CH3OH formation in plasma catalysis (a) and thermal catalysis (b). In thermal catalysis,
CH3OH is mainly produced through the RWGS reaction and CO hydrogenation pathway (blue pathway). In plasma catalysis, CH3OH is mainly
produced via the formate path, both from CO2 and CO (green pathway). CO is also converted to CH3OH through hydrogenation (red pathway).
Finally, CO is converted to CO2 (yellow path). Species that are mainly supplied by the plasma are indicated in purple. OH* formation and H2O
formation were omitted for clarity. Intermediates that occur in two pathways have two colors.

limiting in thermal catalysis. In thermal catalysis, the reaction
with O* also occurs but at a much lower rate so that it is not
relevant for HCO* loss or bHCOO* formation despite the fact
that it is more favorable than hydrogenation. The reason for this
is the low O* coverage in thermal catalysis. Since the O*
coverage is enhanced in the case of plasma catalysis, the reaction
will become more important. It will not only be the main loss
reaction for HCO*, but it will also make up a signiﬁcant
contribution to bHCOO* formation.
An additional eﬀect of the presence of CO is the reversal of the
RWGS reaction. CO* will now react with OH* radicals to form
cCOOH* (yellow pathway in Figure 4). The main reason for
this is the higher OH* coverage. cCOOH* will react further to

CH3OH TOF is expected to be the same. However, the TOF of
CH3OH is equal to 4.94 × 10−3 s−1 at this H2/CO2 ratio (Figure
S.3a), hence a factor ﬁve higher. This means that there must be
another pathway for H3CO* production in plasma catalysis that
is almost one order of magnitude faster than the CO*
hydrogenation pathway.
Indeed, adding CO does not simply lead to CO hydrogenation. First, the hydrogenation of HCO* is only responsible
for ca. 6% of HCO* loss. HCO* primarily reacts with O*, with a
rate of 9.01 × 10−4 s−1 (again at a 1:1 H2/CO2 ratio), to form
bHCOO*, which reacts further via the formate path into
CH3OH (green pathway in Figure 4). This is also favorable as
this bypasses HCOO* formation from CO2, which is rate25868
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and the formate path through HCO* (green path in Figures 4
and 6). We consider both paths favorable as they avoid the
formation of HCOO* directly from CO2, which is found to be a
bottleneck in the formate pathway. The HCO* hydrogenation
pathway is one of the three alternative plasma bypasses proposed
in Section 2 (green dashed line in Figure 2). The other pathway
proposed in Figure 2, namely, CO* + OH* → COOH* (yellow
dashed line), will not play a direct role in increasing the CH3OH
production, according to our simulations. Although this reaction
has a signiﬁcant rate, it will lead to CO2 formation (yellow path
in Figures 4 and 6) rather than CH3OH formation.
To the best of our knowledge, only Wang et al.16 have
discussed some CH3OH formation pathways in plasma catalysis.
They suggested that both the formate paths from CO2 and CO
hydrogenation are active paths, in accordance with our ﬁndings.
They also considered the RWGS followed by CO hydrogenation
path, but our calculations reveal that this path is not common in
plasma catalysis. In summary, the fact that they suggested that
CO formation in the gas phase and subsequent hydrogenation at
the surface is responsible for the enhanced selectivity toward
CH3OH in plasma catalysis correlates well with our model
predictions.
The eﬀects discussed above imply that both a high CO and H
content in the plasma would be favorable for CH3OH formation.
However, a higher CO pressure always means a higher O, or
OH, pressure as CO in the plasma is formed through CO2
dissociation, which also produces O atoms. The O or OH
pressure should not be too high with respect to the H pressure
since this would result in O* poisoning of the catalyst surface.
Consumption of O* through reaction with HCO* will not be
able to compensate for the fast O* formation as HCO*
production will become slower due to a lower H* coverage.
Thus, plasma conditions should be targeted to create a high CO
and H content, while the O content should be minimized. A
higher CO content can be realized by increasing the CO2
fraction in the CO2/H2 mixture. We suggest that the CO2
fraction should not exceed 90%, as De Bie et al. indicated that at
higher CO2 fractions the O content will be larger than the H
content. A possible way to realize a high CO content without
increasing the O content too much may be to selectively remove
the O radicals from the plasma, e.g., by the combination with a
membrane for O removal.49
To conclude, our model indicates that both CO2 and CO can
be the carbon source for CH3OH production, and their partial
pressures are therefore a determining factor. The O, OH, and H
pressures are also important as they result in a higher surface
coverage compared to thermal catalysis, and this will determine
the reactions CO undergoes.
4.3. Plasma Catalysis: Eﬀects of Vibrational Excitation.
As discussed in Section 1, vibrational excitation can lower the
activation barrier of certain reactions. We only focus here on the
eﬀect of CO2 vibrational excitation. Indeed, the impact of CO
vibrational excitation is of limited interest as CO dissociation
does not occur on Cu, and the impact of vibrational excitation
on reactions such as CO + OH* → HCOO* is, to the best of our
knowledge, unknown. Furthermore, the eﬀect of H2 vibrational
excitation on the surface mechanisms or TOFs is negligible,
when also plasma species are present, even when Tvib = 2000 K.
Indeed, the H radicals from the gas phase will still be the main H
source as the enhanced rate coeﬃcient of H2 dissociative
adsorption is still too small to make this rate higher than the H
adsorption rate.

tCOOH*, which dissociates into H* and CO2. This pathway is
indicated as WGS in Figure 4 as it converts CO and OH* to CO2
and H* and thus H2. In our model, the OH* species is not
formed from H2O, but when this would be the case, the path
converts CO and H2O to CO2 and H2, hence it is called the
WGS path. Only a negligible fraction of tCOOH* reacts to
CH3OH via the hydrocarboxyl pathway, similar as to thermal
catalysis.
The formation of CO2 from COOH* does not mean that CO2
is no longer consumed by the catalyst. Indeed, CO2 is still
consumed through the formation of mHCOO*. mHCOO*
then reacts further to CH3OH via the formate pathway (green
path in Figure 3 above). This pathway now goes through an
HCOOH* intermediate, and the path through H2COO* does
no longer make a signiﬁcant contribution to H2COOH*
formation. Thus, the formate path through HCOOH* is now
the main pathway for CH3OH formation, not only through
HCOO* formation from CO2 but also through HCOO*
formation from CO via HCO*.
The higher mHCOO* TOF with respect to thermal catalysis,
which is responsible for the much higher CH3OH TOF (i.e., six
to seven orders of magnitude; cf. Figure S.3 vs Figure S.2 in the
Supporting Information), is attributed to the increased H*
coverage.
4.2.2. Variation of the Partial Pressures of the Plasma
Species. To further study the inﬂuence of CO, O, H, OH, and
H2O generated by the plasma, their partial pressure was varied in
a wide range around the values reported by De Bie et al.46
Indeed, the latter study simulated plasma conversion without a
catalyst, so the partial pressures of the plasma species are not
necessarily the same as in plasma catalysis. Furthermore, we
want to obtain a more generic understanding on the eﬀect of
plasma species on the TOFs, surface coverages, and reaction
pathways. The result is depicted in Figure 5, for varying the H
partial pressure, while the partial pressures of the other plasma
species are kept constant. Varying the other partial pressures
yielded no additional insights.
When the H partial pressure is lower than ca. 5 × 10−8 bar, i.e.,
half of the O partial pressure (cf. Table 2), the surface is
poisoned by O* (Figure 5b). Indeed, O* is mainly consumed by
the reaction with H*; hence, when the H* coverage is too low,
this reaction becomes too slow to compensate for the O
adsorption. This leads to O* poisoning as no other reaction
(including the formation of O2, which has a relatively high
activation barrier) is able to compensate for the fast adsorption.
As can be seen in Figure 5a, the O* poisoning leads to a
signiﬁcant drop in the CH3OH TOF. Thus, O* poisoning
should be avoided. Higher H concentrations clear the surface of
O* radicals, allowing more eﬃcient hydrogenation reactions.
Hence, there must be enough H* at the surface. Once this is the
case, increasing the H pressure has no further eﬀect (see Figure
5). In summary, our calculations suggest that the plasma
composition should have a higher H than O partial pressure to
ensure eﬃcient CH3OH formation.
4.2.3. Pathways to CH3OH Formation. A schematic
overview of the main paths for plasma and thermal catalysis is
depicted in Figure 6a,b. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the main
reason for the higher CH3OH TOF is the enhanced production
through the formate pathway via HCOOH* caused by the
increased H* coverage.
Besides the formate pathway from CO2, two pathways from
CO contribute to CH3OH formation, as explained in Section
4.2.1, namely, CO* hydrogenation (red path in Figures 4 and 6)
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The eﬀect of vibrational excitation of CO2 thus reinforces the
impact of the plasma-generated radicals, which already gave rise
to enhanced CH3OH formation via the formate pathway. A high
CO2 content in the plasma is still favorable from the viewpoint of
vibrational excitation because excitation will speed up CO2
consumption. Our model predicts however that, in a DBD
plasma, the impact of vibrational excitation is limited due to
relatively low vibrational temperatures. Consequently, MW and
GA plasmas, which can achieve higher vibrational temperatures,
might be more favorable as they can further exploit this eﬀect.
However, such plasmas are more diﬃcult to combine with a
catalyst as they operate at a higher gas temperature, possibly
damaging the catalysts in the case of in-plasma catalysis, and the
lifetime of the vibrational states is most likely too short for postplasma catalysis.
We note that besides Tvib, the impact of vibrational excitation
strongly depends on the value of α, i.e., how eﬃcient a certain
vibrational mode is in supplying energy to the transition state.
Hitherto, no accurate formulations of the α parameter exist,
which is why we used to approximate the Fridman−Macheret
equation. Better understanding about the dynamics of the
reactions studied above could provide more accurate α
parameters, which are crucial for a more quantitative result.
Possible ways to gain this understanding are DFT calculations,
ensemble-based molecular simulations, or molecular beam
experiments.
4.4. Plasma Catalysis: Diﬀerent Pathways from
Thermal Catalysis. In summary, we depict in Figure 8 the

In the Supporting Information (section S.4), we discuss the
impact of CO2 vibrational excitation on the rate coeﬃcients of
dissociative adsorption (Figure S.8) and that of HCOO* and
COOH* formation (Figures S.9 and S.10). The gas temperature
is always chosen to be 400 K in the calculations. As the
vibrational temperature of the molecules depends on parameters
like the power density, pressure, residence time, and plasma
composition, it was varied between 400 K (i.e., the vibrational
DoF is in equilibrium with the translational DoF) and 2000 K.
The vibrational temperature in a DBD is typically below 1000
K,45 but we chose to vary Tvib up to 2000 K to illustrate the
potential of vibrational excitation. Furthermore, such vibrational
temperatures (and higher) can be reached in a microwave or
gliding arc plasma.45
In contrast to dissociative adsorption of CO2 (and H2),
COOH* and HCOO* formation are more relevant to the
model as these steps are rate-limiting for the hydrocarboxyl and
formate path, respectively. The calculated CH3OH TOFs when
including the excitation of the CO2 bending mode (on top of the
plasma-generated radicals and intermediates) are displayed in
Figure 7 (blue line), for αHCOO* = 0.43 and αCOOH* = 0.54 (i.e.,

Figure 7. TOF of CH3OH in the case of thermal catalysis (green) and
plasma catalysis upon addition of only plasma-generated radicals and
intermediates (orange) and when also the eﬀect of the excitation of the
CO2 bending mode is included (blue) as a function of the CO2 content
in the gas phase (Tg = 400 K, Tvib = 1000 K).

Fridman−Macheret values; see Section 3.4 above), in
comparison with the TOF for thermal catalysis (Figure 7
(green line)) and upon addition of only plasma-generated
radicals and intermediates (Figure 7 (orange line)). We ran the
model including the eﬀect of bending mode excitation, as this
eﬀect on HCOO* formation has been demonstrated by Quan et
al., but also the excitation of the asymmetric stretch mode, as it is
also likely to be kinetically important. We studied both
excitations separately to be able to distinguish between both
eﬀects. In reality, there will be some degree of normal mode
mixing. Furthermore, the eﬀect of excitation of the two normal
modes will qualitatively be the same but only diﬀer in size.
Hence, we will only discuss the impact on the TOF for excitation
of the bending mode.
As can be expected, the TOF of CH3OH further increases by
up to one order of magnitude compared to the results without
vibrational excitation (but with plasma-generated radicals and
intermediates; cf. Figure 7 (orange, blue)). This is due to a
higher rate coeﬃcient of HCOO* formation with one order of
magnitude (Figure S.9) due to lowering of the activation barrier
upon vibrational excitation of CO2. This step was found to be a
rate-limiting step for CH3OH formation via the formate path,
which is the most important path under plasma conditions.

Figure 8. Overview of the pathways for CH3OH synthesis in plasma
catalysis. The purple dashed line indicates the lowering of the barrier
due to vibrational excitation. The light blue dashed line indicates the
contribution of CO to CH3OH production via the formate path
through HCO* and HCOO* formation. The red dashed line indicates
the contribution of CO via CO hydrogenation through HCO* and
H2CO*.

potential energy diagram of the pathways found to be active in
plasma catalysis. The main pathway to CH3OH in plasma
catalysis is found to be the formate path through HCOOH*
(green path in Figure 8). This path is the same as the one
depicted in Figure 2 (orange path) but now goes through
HCOOH* instead of H2COO* as suggested by Zhao et al.31
Figure 8 also depicts the alternative plasma catalysis pathways
to CH3OH from CO2 via CO, generated in the plasma, which
are not present in thermal catalysis. Adsorbed CO* reacts with
H* to HCO*, which in turn reacts with O* to HCOO* (light
blue dashed path in Figure 8, which is faster than from CO2 to
HCOO*) followed by the formate path to CH3OH. Adsorbed
25870
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CO* also contributes to CH3OH formation via a hydrogenation
path (red dashed path in Figure 8). This is also suggested in
Figure 2 (green path). Both CO hydrogenation and the CO
contribution to the formate path through HCO* are considered
favorable as they bypass the formation of COOH*, which is ratelimiting in thermal catalysis. Also, they will be relatively fast due
to fast CO adsorption and slow CO desorption. Furthermore,
our model reveals that vibrational excitation of CO2 can further
enhance CH3OH formation as it lowers the barrier for HCOO*
formation from CO2 (purple path in Figure 8).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this work is to elucidate the eﬀect of plasmagenerated radicals, intermediates, and vibrationally excited
species on the catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 to CH3OH on
a Cu(111) surface, by means of a microkinetic model, based on
the reaction set reported by Zhao et al.31
First, we used the model to study the mechanism of thermal
catalytic CH3OH formation as a benchmark for plasma catalysis
and because there is no consensus on the main formation
pathway in the literature. Subsequently, we added gas phase
pressures of plasma radicals and intermediates to study their
impact on the surface chemistry and TOF of CH3OH. This
resulted in a higher CH3OH TOF by six to seven orders of
magnitude, showing the potential of plasma-catalytic CO2
hydrogenation into CH3OH, in accordance with the literature.
The main reason for the higher CH3OH TOF in plasma
catalysis is the higher production through the formate path via
HCOOH* caused by the increased H* coverage. A signiﬁcant
contribution to CH3OH formation through the formate path is
made by CO through HCO* and subsequent HCOO*
formation. Finally, CO hydrogenation via HCO* and H2CO*
also contributes to CH3OH formation. Both paths through CO
bypass the bottleneck in the formate path, namely, HCOO*
formation. This is in accordance with Wang et al.,16 who
observed signiﬁcantly higher selectivity toward CH3OH in
plasma catalysis, which they suggested could be due to CO
formation in the gas phase and the subsequent hydrogenation at
the surface.
Furthermore, our model reveals that the H pressure should
not be smaller than ca. half of the O pressure in the plasma as this
will cause O* poisoning, which in turn will result in very small
product TOFs. Thus, plasma conditions should be targeted with
a high CO and H content as this is favorable for CH3OH
formation, while the O content should be minimized.
Finally, we investigated the impact of CO2 vibrational
excitation, and we found it to be highly dependent on the
vibrational temperature and the eﬃciency by which vibrational
energy is used to reach the transition state. Vibrational excitation
of CO2 further increases the CH3OH TOF as it enhances
HCOO* formation, which is a rate-limiting step in the reaction
mechanism. The eﬀect is however limited to one order of
magnitude due to relatively low vibrational temperatures under
typical plasma catalysis conditions, i.e., in a DBD plasma, and the
high reactivity of the radicals.
In summary, we revealed the eﬀects of plasma species on the
catalytic CO2 hydrogenation into CH3OH on a Cu(111)
catalyst. It should be realized, however, that the model is subject
to uncertainties due to the lack of information on the relevant
reactions and rate coeﬃcients. Hence, more and consistent DFT
calculations are needed.

TOF and coverages for thermal case and the eﬀect of
radicals and intermediates; impact of using the experimental CO adsorption energy; and detailed discussion of
the impact of vibrational excitation on the rate coeﬃcients
of CO2 dissociative adsorption and HCOO* and
COOH* formation (PDF)
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